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The Shape of Things to Come 2007-08-21 from the author of mystery train and lipstick traces an exhilarating and provocative investigation of the tangle of

american identity america is a place and a story made up of exuberance and suspicion crime and liberation lynch mobs and escapes its greatest testaments

are made of portents and warnings biblical allusions that lose all certainty in the american air it is this story of self invention and nationhood that greil marcus

rediscovers beginning with john winthrop s invocation of america as a city on the hill lincoln s second inaugural address and martin luther king jr s speech

about his american dream listening to these prophetic founding statements marcus explores america s promise as a new jerusalem and the nature of its

covenant first with god and then with its own citizens in the nineteenth century this vision of the nation s story was told in public as part of common

discourse to be fought over in plain speech and flights of gorgeous rhetoric since then marcus argues it has become cryptic a story told more in art than in

politics he traces it across the continent and through time hearing the tale in the disparate voices of writers filmmakers performers and actors philip roth

david lynch david thomas allen ginsberg sheryl lee and bill pullman in the shape of things to come the future and the past merge in extraordinary and

uncanny ways and marcus proves once again that he is our most imaginative and original cultural critic

The Ongoing End: On the Limits of Apocalyptic Narrative 2018-11-08 the world keeps turning to apocalypticism time is imagined as proceeding ineluctably to

a catastrophic perhaps revelatory conclusion even when evacuated of distinctly religious content a broadly ecclesial structure persists in conceptions of our

precarious life and our collective journey to an inevitable fate the extinction of the human species it is commonly believed that we are propelled along this

course by human turpitude myopia hubris or ignorance and by the irreparable damage we have wrought to the world we inhabit yet this apprehension is

insidious such teleological convictions and crises laden narratives lead us to undervalue contingent hesitant and provisional forms of experience and

knowledge the essays comprising this volume concern a range of writers engagements with apocalyptic reasoning extending from a reading of percy bysshe

shelley s triumph of life to critiques of contemporary american novels they examine the ways in which end times reasoning can inhibit imaginative reflection

blunt political advocacy or more positively provide a repertoire for the critique of complacency by gathering essays concerning a wide range of periods and

literary dispositions this volume makes an important contribution to thinking about apocalypticism in literature but also as a social and political discourse this

book was originally published as a special issue of studia neophilologica

Religious Imaging in Millennialist America 2018-09-19 ashley crawford investigates how such figures as ben marcus matthew barney and david lynch among

other artists novelists and film directors utilize religious themes and images via christianity judaism and mormonism to form essentially mutated variations of

mainstream belief systems he seeks to determine what drives contemporary artists to deliver implicitly religious imagery within a secular context particularly

how religious heritage and language and the mutations within those have impacted american culture to partake in an aesthetic of apocalyptism that
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Not Bored! Anthology 1983-2010 2011 massive anthology of essays and illustrations published in not bored between 1983 and 2010

American Colossus: The Grain Elevator, 1843 to 1943 2009 the first full length history of the american grain elevator from 1843 to 1943 eight black and

white illustrations appendix index bibliography

Conversations with Greil Marcus 2012-10-01 greil marcus once said to an interviewer there is an infinite amount of meaning about anything and i free

associate for more than four decades marcus has explored the connections among figures sounds and events in culture relating unrelated points of

departure mapping alternate histories and surprising correspondences he is a unique and influential voice in american letters marcus was born in 1945 in

san francisco in 1968 he published his first piece a review of magic bus the who on tour in rolling stone where he became the magazine s first records editor

renowned for his ongoing real life top ten column marcus has been a writer for a number of magazines and websites and is the author and editor of over

fifteen books his critique is egalitarian no figure object or event is too high low celebrated or obscure for an inquiry into the ways in which our lives can open

outward often unexpectedly in conversations with greil marcus marcus discuses in lively wide ranging interviews his books and columns as well as his critical

methodology and broad approach to his material signaled by a generosity of spirit leavened with aggressive critical standards

Political Rock 2016-04-22 political rock features luminary figures in rock music that have stood out not only for their performances but also for their politics

the book opens with a comparative cultural history of artists who have played important roles in social movements individual chapters are devoted to the

clash and fugazi billy bragg bob dylan rage against the machine pearl jam sinead o connor peter gabriel ani difranco bruce cockburn steve earle and kim

gordon these artists have been chosen for their status as rock musicians and connections to political moments movements and art the artists and authors

show that rock retains a critical strain continuing a tradition of rock politics that matters to fans activists and movements alike

Mystery Train 2014-10-30 greil marcus s study of american rock and roll is universally acclaimed as the benchmark work of modern rock criticism using a

handful of artists a brace of bluesmen the band sly stone randy newman and elvis presley marcus illuminates and interprets the american dream in rigorous

prose touching on the myth landscape and oral tradition of the continent this comprehensive revised edition of a milestone achievement in the effort to

establish rock and roll as a fit subject for serious cultural criticism includes a new preface by the author

Symbolism 15 2015-10-16 while paratexts among them headnotes footnotes or endnotes have never been absent from american literature the last two

decades have seen an explosion of the phenomenon including mock scholarly footnotes to an extent that they seem to take over the text itself in this special

focus we shall attempt to find the reasons for this astonishing development in our first diachronic section we shall explore such texts as might have fostered
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the present boom from fictions by edgar allan poe to vladimir nabokov to mark z danielewski the second synchronic section will concentrate on paratexts by

david foster wallace perhaps the father of the post postmodern footnote as well as those to be found in novels by bennett sims jennifer egan and junot diaz

among others it appears that while paratexts definitely point to a high degree of self reflexivity in the author they equally draw attention to the textual and

authorial functions of the works in which they exist they can thus cause a reflection on the boundaries between genres like fiction faction and autobiography

as well as serving to highlight a host of pedagogical and social concerns that exist in the interstices between fiction and reality

Love & Death in the American Novel 1992 no other study of the american novel has such fascinating and on the whole right things to say washington post

The Popular Voice 1980 michael haneke is one of europe s most successful and controversial film directors awarded the palme d or and numerous other

international awards haneke has contributed to and shaped contemporary auteur cinema and is becoming more and more popular among academics and

cinephiles his mission is as noble as it is provocative he wants to rape the audience into independence to wake them up from the lethargy caused by the

entertainment industry the filmic language he employs in this mission is both highly characteristic and efficient and yet his methods are open to criticism for

their violence toward and manipulation of the audience the aim of this book is to analyze critically haneke s aesthetics his message as well as his ethical

motivation from an interdisciplinary and intercultural perspective contributors to the book come from a variety of academic disciplines and cultural

backgrounds european and north american

Fascinatingly Disturbing 2010-04-07 in the 2000s new technologies transformed the experiences of movie going and movie making giving us the first

generation of stars to be just as famous on the computer screen as on the silver screen shining in shadows examines a wide range of hollywood icons from

a turbulent decade for the film industry and for america itself perhaps reflecting our own cultural fragmentation and uncertainty hollywood s star personas

sent mixed messages about americans identities and ideals disheveled men children like will ferrell and jack black shared the multiplex with debonair old

hollywood standbys like george clooney and morgan freeman iconic roles for women ranged from renee zellweger s dithering romantics to tina fey s neurotic

professionals to hilary swank s vulnerable boyish characters and in this age of reality tv and tmz stars like jennifer aniston and brangelina became more

famous for their real life romantic dramas at the same time that former tabloid fixtures like johnny depp and robert downey jr reinvented themselves as

dependable leading men with a multigenerational international cast of stars this collection presents a fascinating composite portrait of hollywood stardom

today

Shining in Shadows 2011-10-19 this fresh interpretation explains how an untutored musician changed music while at the same time playing an inadvertent

role in the youth rebellion that has shaped the baby boomer generation into the 21st century elvis aaron presley was born in a two room house in tupelo ms
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on january 8 1935 he died at his memphis home graceland on august 16 1977 in those 42 years elvis made an indelible impression on pop culture the world

over elvis presley reluctant rebel his life and our times probes both the man and his influence delving deeply into the personality of its protagonist his needs

and motivations and the social and musical forces that shaped his career elvis s musical talents and liabilities are explored as are his records films and live

performances and his relationship with his manager colonel tom parker whom he allowed to manipulate him as a money making machine readers will learn

about elvis s personal life his devotion to conventional religious and political beliefs and his decline into self destruction and death finally the book explores

elvis s impact on the musical and racial revolutions of the 1950s and 1960s his legacy and his importance in shaping a generation of baby boomers

Elvis Presley, Reluctant Rebel 2011-02-18 previously published as invisible republic and already considered a classic of modern american cultural criticism

the old weird america is greil marcus s widely acclaimed book on the secret music the so called basement tapes made by bob dylan and the band while in

seclusion in woodstock new york in 1967 a folksy yet funky furious yet hilarious music that remains as seductive and baffling today as it was more than thirty

years ago as mark sinker observed in the wire marcus s contention is that there can be found in american folk a community as deep as electric as perverse

and as conflicted as all america and that the songs dylan recorded out of the public eye in a basement in woodstock are where that community as a whole

gets to speak but the country mapped out in this book as bruce shapiro wrote in the nation is not woody guthrie s land for made for you and me it s what

marcus calls the old weird america this odd terrain this strange yet familiar backdrop to our common cultural history which luc sante in new york magazine

termed the playground of god satan tricksters puritans confidence men illuminati braggarts preachers anonymous poets of all stripes is the territory that

marcus has discovered in dylan s most mysterious music and his analysis of that territory reads like a thriller ken tucker entertainment weekly and exhibits a

mad sparkling brilliance david remnick the new yorker throughout this new edition of the old weird america includes an updated discography

The Publishers Weekly 2006 greil marcus casts his unique critical eye on this headlong fall through the looking glass of american politics and what he claims

to be the most deeply prophetic film of the second half of the american century

The Old, Weird America 2001-09-22 treating philip roth as a war writer as well as a sportswriter crime reporter political commentator and newark chronicler

roth s wars a career in conflict offers a thoroughly researched account of the novelist s preoccupation with wars around the world and wars at home this

wide ranging social and cultural history of roth s career examines intersections between roth s preoccupations as a writer and the work of contemporaries

such as j d salinger joan didion george plimpton hannah arendt e l doctorow flannery o connor michael herr and don delillo the legends and icons who figure

in this account of roth s career include dwight eisenhower meyer lansky ernie pyle bob dylan johnny appleseed anne frank jfk mickey mantle the marx

brothers thomas paine sandy koufax and franz kafka
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The Manchurian Candidate 2002-08 this study of bob dylan s art employs a performance studies lens exploring the distinctive ways he brings words and

music to life on recordings onstage and onscreen chapters focus on the relationship of dylan s recorded performances to the historical bardic role to the

american popular song tradition and to rock music culture his uses of both stage and studio to shape his performances are explored as are his forays into

cinema special consideration is given to his vocal performances and to his use of particular personae as a performer the full scope of dylan s body of work

to date is situated in terms of the influences that have shaped his performances and the ways these performances have shaped contemporary popular music

Roth's Wars 2022-07-12 includes beginning sept 15 1954 and on the 15th of each month sept may a special section school library journal issn 0000 0035

called junior libraries 1954 may 1961 also issued separately

Bob Dylan in Performance 2019-04-19 contributions by alberto brodesco james cody andrea cossu anne margaret daniel jesper doolard nina goss jonathan

hodgers jamie lorentzen fahri z nick smart and thad williamson bob dylan is many things to many people folk prodigy rock poet quiet gentleman dionysian

impresario cotton mather stage hog each of these dylan creations comes with its own accessories including a costume a hairstyle a voice a lyrical register a

metaphysics an audience and a library of commentary each bob dylan joins a collective cast that has made up his persona for over fifty years no version of

dylan turns out uncomplicated but the postmillennial manifestation seems peculiarly contrary a tireless and enterprising antiquarian a creator of singular texts

and sounds through promiscuous poaching an artist of innovation and uncanny renewal this is a dylan of persistent surrender from and engagement with a

world he perceives as broken and enduring addressing us from a past that is lost and yet forever present tearing the world apart participates in the creation

of the postmillennial bob dylan by exploring three central records of the twenty first century love and theft 2001 modern times 2006 and tempest 2012 along

with the 2003 film masked and anonymous which dylan helped write and in which he appears as an actor and musical performer the collection of essays

does justice to this difficult bob dylan by examining his method and effects through a disparate set of viewpoints readers will find a variety of critical contexts

and cultural perspectives as well as a range of experiences as members of dylan s audience the essays in tearing the world apart illuminate as a prism

might their intransigent subject from enticing and intersecting angles

Library Journal 2006 taking a personal approach to the subject matter timothy gray reads criticism and listens to music as though rock n roll not only

explains american culture but also shores up his life in it s just the normal noises gray examines a wide array of writing about roots music from the 1960s to

the 2000s in addition to chapters on the genre defining work of peter guralnick and greil marcus he explores the influential writings of grant alden and peter

blackstock the editors of no depression magazine and the writers who contributed to its pages bill friskicks warren ed ward david cantwell and allison stewart

among them a host of memoirists and novelists from patti smith and ann powers to eleanor henderson and dana spiotta shed light on the social effects and
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personal attachments of the music s many manifestations from punk to alt country to hardcore

American Book Publishing Record 2006 turn around book with one side focusing on cover art and the other revealing experimentation with the creation of

book design as artistic objects

Tearing the World Apart 2017-08-23 presents a guide to the names and specialities of american and canadian publishers editors and literary agents including

information on the acquisition process and on choosing literary agents

It's Just the Normal Noises 2017-05 if writing about music is like dancing about architecture you d do best to hone your chops and avoid clichés like the one

that begins this sentence by learning from the prime movers how to write about music offers a selection of the best writers on what is perhaps our most

universally beloved art form selections from the critically acclaimed 33 1 3 series appear alongside new interviews and insights from authors like lester bangs

chuck klosterman owen pallet ann powers and alex ross how to write about music includes primary sources of inspiration from a variety of go to genres such

as the album review the personal essay the blog post and the interview along with tips writing prompts and advice from the writers themselves music critics

of the past and the present offer inspiration through their work on artists like black sabbath daft punk j dilla joy division kanye west neutral milk hotel

radiohead pussy riot and countless others how to write about music is an invaluable text for all those who have ever dreamed of getting their music writing

published and a pleasure for everyone who loves to read about music

Fully Booked 2008 gilbert seldes the author of the stammering century writes this book is not a record of the major events in ameri can history during the

nineteenth century it is concerned with minor movements with the cults and manias of that period its personages are fanatics and radicals and mountebanks

its intention is to connect these secondary movements and figures with the primary forces of the century and to supply a back ground in american history for

the prohibitionists and the pente costalists the diet faddists and the dealers in mail order personality the play censors and the fundamen talists the free

lovers and eugenists the cranks and possibly the saints sects cults manias movements fads religious excitements and the relation of each of these to the

others and to the orderly progress of america are the subject the subject is of course as timely at the beginning of the twenty first century as when the book

first appeared in 1928 seldes s fascinated and often sympathetic accounts of dreamers rogues frauds sectarians madmen and geniuses from jonathan

edwards to the messianic murderer matthias have established the stammering century not only as a lasting contribution to american history but as a classic

in its own right

Bibliographic Index 2008 edited by polly koch foreword by linda shearer introduction by toby kamps

Jeff Herman's Guide to Book Publishers, Editors & Literary Agents 2007 2006-12 many listeners first heard hound dog when elvis presley s single topped
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the pop country and r b charts in 1956 but some fans already knew the song from big mama thornton s earlier recording a giant but exclusively r b hit in

hound dog eric weisbard examines the racial commercial and cultural ramifications of elvis s appropriation of a black woman s anthem he rethinks the

history and influences of rock music in light of rolling stone s replacement of presley s hound dog with thornton s version in its 2021 500 greatest songs of

all time list taking readers from presley and thornton to patti page s doggie in the window the stooges i wanna be your dog and other dog ditties weisbard

uses hound dog to reflect on one of rock s fundamental dilemmas the whiteness of the wail

Western American Literature 2011 this important new study of the political uses of popular music from the era of slavery to the present traces the search for

individual identity freedom and dignity as it has been expressed in popular music beginning with the spirituals of the slaves and the gospel of the black

church and continuing through the blues jazz forms country folk and rock pratt presents popular music as part of a continuing effort over two centuries to

create community values and identity in the face of social transformations the book refutes the idea that the use of popular music for expression by a

socially marginal society is new pratt demonstrates that popular music as an expression of community identity is centuries old early chapters of the book

explore the social and political functions of music and its relationship to the concept of culture individualism and freedom later chapters concentrate on the

history and role of political messages in specific music forms the blues gospel jazz rock and soul a summary chapter considers the future of american

popular music as an instrument of political expression extensive references and chapter endnotes make this book an important edition to the popular culture

library students and scholars of musicology sociology popular culture and politics will find rhythm and resistance a valuable reference and will be of special

interest to academics engaged in research in musicology popular culture and politics and culture

How to Write About Music 2015-02-26 the sensational content of folk ballads makes them especially attractive to young adults in this fascinating study of

folk ballads and their evolution you ll explore various renditions of such popular songs as frankie and johnny stagolee pretty polly and barbara allen as well

as lesser known ballads e g lord thomas and fair annet twa sisters and king orfeo you ll learn about the origins of the stories how they have developed and

changed over time traveled throughout countries and across oceans and ultimately evolved into literary forms such as poetry novels and graphic novels

many of which are directed at young adults citing numerous critical interpretations and commentary this book offers great insight into this genre of popular

folk literature after an introduction to the form and its place in history the author explores various types of ballads e g child ballads border ballads broadside

ballads an examination of modern and contemporary re workings of ballads organized by themes comprises the heart of the book ballad types covered

include tragic love stories murder ballads otherworld beings tricks and disguises and ballads from other cultures oral origins and history critical interpretations

re workings and current recordings are included for each ballad along with a list of resources
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